
 

Questions from the Team: 
What is the extent of the data that the citizen scientists need to record? 

A: record team members names, record start and stop time, record gps in unit and 
on sheet at beginning and again at the end of the wet spots, record information 
about wildlife as well as anything else of interest 

Should instructions on how to collect data be supplied through the app?  
A: should be able to be accessed via website/app, will be emailed to Taylor 

When does the data recording take place? 
A: always on the 3rd saturday of June 
Night before there will be a training session for each team (teams of 2-4 people) 
Generally as early in the morning as possible:usually between 5:30-6am start time 

Do you want the app to be able to access a version of the map and/or animation? 
A: just enough to show major landmarks, start stop points of reaches, some 
coordinate information, just to help ease navigation 

Confirm that website needs to be usable without a cell signal.  
A: if possible have the phone record gps in good cell service 
****most of the river is well outside of cell service**** 
All teams meet back at one central points for gps uploads and team leaders go 
over data 

Statistics of the citizen scientist age groups/backgrounds? 
A: all adults, all physical/technological abilities 
TNC employees, partners from state and fed agencies, partners from mexico, over 
100 volunteers, majority of adults, all levels of physical and technological abilities 
50% new vs returning, new and old paired together on teams 

What will the average user be accessing our site with? (Phones, tablets, laptops?) 
A: phone or tablet accessibility, not so much laptop 

Do you want the website to have any specific design aspects? Color scheme? 
A: greens and blues, refer to TNC logo 

Where are you currently storing the data/where do you want it to be stored? 
A: Currently uploaded to the server in Tucson, files from gps unit uploaded as GIS 
system files, cross reference gps & paper files, papers are scanned into the server 
***no current database for the paper data, only GPS*** 
Data should be recorded in excel or text file, anything easily exported to GIS files 
just needs to be able to be uploaded easily 

Is there a way to get feedback from the users? 
A: can send a short google form for feedback from previous users 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Extra Info: 

-Data is also used for planning next years, both physical ability and time 
frame wise 
-Data only needs to be able to be seen by members of one team and 
scientist 
-Each team is provided an aerial photo of their reach with coordinate info 
-All teams meet back at one central points for gps uploads and team 
leaders go over data 
-Manual Errors: about 1 per team with around 35-40 teams 

-Needs to be a way to mark errors so they are not input into the 
official data 
-Be able to pull up whole data sheets during quality check 

 
 
Questions from Scientist: 
When do we meet next? 

A: End of next week, 4-5 Thursday 2/1/18 
 


